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	TextMate is a highly extensible Mac OS X GUI text editor that has gained quite a bit of

	developer notoriety through the years. Created in 2004 by Allan Odgaard, TextMate 1

	started out as a simple editor. By 2006, when TextMate 1.5 was released, it won the

	Apple Design Award for Best Developer Tool, and has gained a vast community backing.





	In August 2012, TextMate 2 was released under GNU General Public License and its source

	code is available at Github. However, this guide will cover the most popular version of the

	software, TextMate 1.5.





	The goal of this book is to provide its readers a succinct set of recipes to become familiar

	with TextMate's most useful features and bundles, in order to hit the ground running and

	code more quickly and efficiently.

	Over 20 fast and furious timesaving recipes for using TextMate efficiently and effectively

	
		Hit the ground running using the powerfully versatile text and code editor — TextMate from Macromates
	
		Attention on keyboard shortcuts and multiple routes to actions to satisfy anyone’s preferred coding style.
	
		Installing and use several extremely helpful bundles such as Todo, Zen Coding, Markdown, and more.
	
		Extensive coverage on navigating and searching one or many files, in and out of projects
	
		Learn skills on utilizing the shell command-line and macros to boost your productivity



	In Detail


	Not all text editors are created equal. TextMate was created with versatility and power to the developer. Whether you want to organize your files in projects, utilize the efficiency of code completion, take advantage of the thousands of publicly available bundles, or gain insight using powerful regular expression searching, TextMate is an essential and easy-to-use tool you need in your development arsenal.


	"TextMate How-To" is a practical guide filled with conventional recipes on using one of the most popular text editors on the OS X platform. It is a great resource for anyone who wants to learn how to code more efficiently and effectively, no matter what programming or scripting language you use.


	This book will guide the reader through using TextMate for practical purposes. It will start with configuring the application, then cover navigation and editing of files, and finish with bundles and advanced features. Throughout the book, the reader will quickly master the key features of the application through easy to follow tasks.


	Using this book, the reader will learn the most common text editing and coding tasks including navigation through the document and searching of text. The reader will then learn about working with and navigating between files and projects as well as utilizing bundles to greatly speed up development. Finally, explore the ability to use shell commands and macros to increase productivity.


	With just a few hours, "TextMate How-To" will teach the reader everything necessary to hit the ground running with this powerful text editor.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Configuring TextMate, including installing themes
	
		Navigating text and files quickly and easily
	
		Converting text using the best and most useful methods
	
		Searching using various methods whether in one or multiple files
	
		Creating and utilizing projects
	
		Installing bundles quickly and easily
	
		Overview of some of the more useful bundles
	
		Utilizing shell commands and variables
	
		Recording and using macros to speed up your editing



	Approach


	"TextMate How-To" address essential tasks through recipes to hit the ground running and get started with practical solutions to common questions


	Who this book is written for


	This book is geared toward beginning and intermediate web developers and designers who want to expedite their coding. Though TextMate can also work very well as a plain text editor, some experience with a programming or scripting language whether it's HTML, CSS, PHP, or Ruby is helpful to understand the depth to some of the examples provided.
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Piling EngineeringTaylor & Francis, 2008
This third edition of the well established book has been comprehensively updated. It provides an accessible and well-illustrated account of design techniques, methods of testing and analysis of piles, with a marked emphasis on practice but with design methods that incorporate the most recent advances in piling theory.     

Since man...
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AIDS in South Asia: Understanding And Responding to a Heterogenous Epidemic (Health, Nutrition, and Population Series)World Bank Publications, 2006

	South Asia's HIV epidemic is highly heterogeneous. As a result, informed, prioritized, and effective responses necessitate an understanding of the epidemic diversity between and within countries. Further spread of HIV in South Asia is preventable. The future size of South Asia's epidemic will depend on an effective two-pronged...
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Implementing the Climate Regime: International ComplianceEarthscan, 2005
Unlike most books on climate politics, this volume has a sharp focus on one particular aspect of the global climate regime – the system set up to improve compliance with commitments under the 1997 Kyoto Protocol. The design of a compliance system has been controversial ever since the adoption of the 1992 Framework Convention on Climate...
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Bayesian Statistics the Fun Way: Understanding Statistics and Probability with Star Wars, LEGO, and Rubber DucksNo Starch Press, 2019

	Fun guide to learning Bayesian statistics and probability through unusual and illustrative examples.

	

	Probability and statistics are increasingly important in a huge range of professions. But many people use data in ways they don't even understand, meaning they aren't getting the most from it. Bayesian...
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Expert Python Programming: Become a master in Python by learning coding best practices and advanced programming concepts in Python 3.7, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Refine your Python programming skills and build professional grade applications with this comprehensive guide

	
		Key Features

		
			Create manageable code that can run in various environments with different sets of dependencies
	
			Implement effective Python data structures and...
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On Political ObligationYale University Press, 2019

	
		A compelling set of lectures on political obligation that contributes to ongoing debates in political theory and intellectual history

		 

		This stimulating collection of lectures by the late Judith Shklar on political obligation is paired with a scholarly introduction that offers an overview of her life,...
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